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Abstract: Deep saline permeable sandstones have the potential to serve as sites for CO2 storage.
However, unstable CO2 storage in pores can be costly and harmful to the environment. In this
study, we used lattice Boltzmann (LB) simulations to investigate the factors that affect steady-state
CO2–brine imbibition flow in sandstone pores, with a focus on improving CO2 storage efficiency in
deep saline permeable sandstone aquifers. We extracted three representative element volumes (REVs)
from a digital rock image of a sandstone core and selected a tighter REV in the upper subdomain so
that its permeability would apparently be lower than that of the other two based on single-phase
LB simulation for further analysis. The results of our steady-state LB simulations of CO2–brine
imbibition processes in the tighter REV under four differential pressures showed that a threshold
pressure gradient of around 0.5 MPa/m exists at a differential pressure of 200 Pa, and that higher
differential pressures result in a greater and more linear pressure drop and stronger channelization
after the flow are initiated. Furthermore, we conducted simulations over a range of target brine
saturations in the tighter REV at the optimal differential pressure of 400 Pa. Our findings showed
that the relative permeability of CO2 is greatly reduced as the capillary number falls below a certain
threshold, while the viscosity ratio has a smaller but still significant effect on relative permeability
and storage efficiency through the lubrication effect. Wettability has a limited effect on the storage
efficiency, but it does impact the relative permeability within the initial saturation range when the
capillary number is low and the curves have not yet converged. Overall, these results provide
micro-scale insights into the factors that affect CO2 storage efficiency in sandstones.

Keywords: CO2 storage efficiency; CO2–brine flow; lattice Boltzmann; sandstone; digital rock image;
REV; steady state

1. Introduction

Climate change and induced greenhouse effects mainly caused by excessive CO2
emissions by human activities pose great challenges to the earth system [1–5]. CO2 emitted
in the atmosphere is mainly sourced from the combustion of fossil fuels and electricity
generated from the power plants. Amid a great variety of solutions to this problem, CO2
capture and sequestration (CCS) are assumed to be efficient techniques [6,7]. CCS entails the
separation of CO2 from other substances produced by power plants or other similar human
industrial activities, the compression and transportation of them to the storage sites and the
injection of supercritical CO2 into onshore or offshore geological formations that provide
ample storage space [8,9]. In this sense, the geological capture and sequestration of CO2 is
crucial for mitigating the negative impact of climate change and derived environmental
issues [6,10,11]. In addition, most of geological formations that are idealized candidates
for CO2 storage are deep saline sandstone reservoirs, which are permeable and widely
distributed worldwide [12–14]. According to [15], the confidence level of CO2 storage
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efficiency in sandstone aquifers (90% or higher) is much higher than that for limestone
ones (5%). Meanwhile, the preferable mineralogy and geochemistry of sandstone saline
aquifers provide exceptional strengths for the selection [16–18]. Several experimental
investigations [18–22] at the macroscopic scale in the literature have been conducted on
sandstones, with results showing the big variance in storage efficiency, depending on
sandstone type but also complicated pore structure inside. As a result, the stable storage
efficiency of CO2 from sandstones is still a research hotspot and is yet to be fully evaluated
at a microscopic scale. Since one can rarely bear the great cost of the unstable CO2 storage
after the CCS operation, which could give rise to large economic losses and secondary
environmental consequences [23–26], a better and integrated understanding of the physics
of two-phase CO2–brine flow in the porosity of sandstones is extraordinarily essential for
preventing CO2 leakage from the formation pores by serving as permanent storage. As
such, one must develop reliable models in addition to experimental measurements for both
the sandstone formation and the physics of two-phase CO2–brine flow in it.

Multiscale structure of the sandstone formations and the fact that various length
scales exist, ranging from pore [9,27–29] to core [30–32], macroscopic up until reservoir
scale [9,29,33]. They necessitate the development of different models at each scale and
the integration of all of them into a uniform framework that characterizes the hetero-
geneities and anisotropy involved [10]. Meanwhile, the injection of supercritical CO2 into a
deep saline brine aquifer leads to complicated two-phase flow mechanisms in rock pore
systems that are mainly dependent on pore space, pore size distribution and nondimen-
sional parameters such as wettability, viscosity ratio and capillary number, etc. [28,33–35].
Even though the numerous traditional experimental methods [30–32,36] at core scale were
used to study the constitutive relations such as capillary pressure and relative permeabil-
ity curves, which can then be applied into large-scale continuum-based CFD simulators
[37–39], the implementation of these experiments is highly complicated, expensive, and
time-costly, with great measurement uncertainties that are unquantifiable. Moreover, due to
the heterogeneity of a sizeable number of rock samples we encounter in the reality, simply
treating the rock sample as a continuum material with uniform macroscopic petrophysi-
cal properties is a less effective method for uncovering various micro-scale mechanisms
of fluid flow in the pore structures. Given the challenges for experimental studies and
continuum-based simulation methods, the pore-scale numerical simulation of fluid flow in
porous media is increasingly preferable for understanding phase behaviors and fluid–solid
and fluid–fluid interactions in both quantitative and visually intuitive ways. Over the last
few years, pore-scale numerical investigations have gained great popularity, especially with
respect to their applications in brine aquifers. New techniques, such as X-ray CT scan and
imaging, have gradually been applied to pore-scale and REV (representative elementary
volume)-scale visualizations of multiphase flow in porous media [40–44].

The numerical methods of simulating flow behaviors in porous media and calculating
relevant flow properties can be categorized into direct modeling and pore network mod-
eling methods [44]. For the latter methods, a network representing the rock pore system
is extracted and reconstructed based on principles of topology [45,46], and this is then
utilized to simulate the flow pattern of single-phase and multiphase flow in it by solving the
fluid dynamical governing equations. Although this approach features many remarkable
strengths, such as fast computational speeds and finer resolution that satisfy any specific
demands for engineering projects, the geometric oversimplification of its pore network
with nodes and bonds can cause large, challenging errors in the simulation results [47,48].
The direct modeling approach, by contrast, solves the transport governing equations based
on real digital images (micro-CT [40], SEM [49], i.e.,) of rocks, ensuring the physical fidelity
of computational results and more importantly that the rock sample itself is not damaged.
As a result, one can directly simulate two-phase flow in these images, which renders them
better models better than those unnecessarily developed by numerical methods such as
the Gaussian field method [50], simulated annealing algorithm [51], Markov chain Monte
Carlo [52], etc. For such pore-scale research, several CFD methods have been extensively
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applied through numerically solving the Navier–Stokes or NS equation that guarantees
the momentum conservation, such as the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) [27], finite
element method (FEM) [53], finite volume method (FVM) [54] and finite difference method
(FDM) [55]. The NS equation is a partial differential equation of the second order that
requires intricate discretization and, therefore, results in demanding programming [56]. In
addition, the nonlinear convective term in the NS equation presents numerous numerical
challenges [57,58]. Therefore, solving the NS equation in complex porous media, like
characterized by highly heterogeneous rocks, either requires simplifying the medium’s
geometrical characteristics or using complex grids that necessitate extensive computations.
In comparison with other methods, LBM solves the discrete Boltzmann equation with a
specific collision model rather than the conventional NS equation. Moreover, it can be
effectively applied into pore-scale modelings by associating itself with physics involved
in a series of interactions in the pore space. At the same time, it also easily handles com-
plex pore geometries by voxelizing them into discrete nodes that match the lattices in its
numerical scheme [58]. With the rapid evolution of computational power and platforms
represented by graphical processing unit (GPU)-enhanced parallel computations [59], the
large-scale LB-based simulation of multiphase flow in 3D complicated pore space has been
realized and also empowered with finer resolution, higher accuracy of results and faster
running speed.

To the best of our knowledge, two-phase CO2–brine flow has been extensively reported
using the lattice Boltzmann method with its great advantages of modeling irregular flow
pathways in complex pore geometries and coupling both fluid–fluid and fluid–solid inter-
actions. Common two-phase LB models are composed of the color–gradient model [60],
the pseudopotential model [61], the free energy model [62] and the phase-field model [27].
Though all of these types of LB models have been extensively utilized to simulate multi-
phase immiscible flow in porous media at pore scale, the color–gradient model and the free
energy model show up better performance in handling high viscosity ratios and maintain-
ing a sharp interface between two immiscible fluids [63]. Nevertheless, the color–gradient
is more preferred for simulating immiscible multiphase flow in heterogeneous porous
media under scenarios of low capillary numbers with good accuracy and efficiency [9].
Most of the literature [28,33,34,48] adopting the color LB model for modeling two-phase
CO2–brine flow in rocks is based on pore-scale models, which needs detailed geometrical
information and is characterized by a computation domain that is very small and thus
inapplicable to field-scale practices [64]. An alternative method to it is the representative
elementary volume (REV)-scale method, which is much larger than the pore scale and
smaller than the field scale [45]. One of the greatest advantages of the REV-scale method
is that some inessential pore structures at the micro scale can be overlooked and statisti-
cal flow properties such as permeability, velocity and pressure can be obtained through
semi-empirical relations such as the Darcy’s law [65] and Brinkman-extended Darcy
models [66], etc.

2. Motivation and Organization for This Study

As far as we are concerned, most of the previous studies regarding micro-scale LB
simulation of two-phase CO2–brine flow in sandstone rocks mainly focused on pore-
scale insights into the mechanism and flow properties such as relative permeability of
the flow processes [19,21,25,26]. Few of them, however, made efforts into quantitatively
considering CO2 storage efficiency due to the two-phase immiscible flow at REV scale,
especially the imbibition processes in the complex pore space. Meanwhile, some of other
studies [50–52] in the literature, which apply the generally simplified 2D or 3D pore models
generated by computer modeling, can hardly consider the complexity and heterogeneity of
sandstone rocks themselves as porous media. Accordingly, we are motivated in this study
to understand the CO2 storage efficiency quantitatively due to the two-phase imbibition
processes in the heterogeneous sandstones, as illustrated in Figure 1, at REV scale.
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Figure 1. Schematic showing the CO2 unstable storage due to two-phase CO2–brine imbibition
processes where the pore space saturated with CO2 (left) is flooded by brine, resulting in the displace-
ment of in situ CO2 out of the pores (middle), until finally only the residual CO2 and brine are left in
the pore space (right).

In this work, we aim at a micro-scale understanding of CO2 storage efficiency in a
tighter REV extracted from a permeable heterogeneous sandstone rock sample based on LB
simulation of steady-state CO2–brine imbibition processes, since the tighter subdomain is
assumed to have the relative higher storage efficiency with higher capillary threshold for
brine breakthrough. Firstly, REV analysis was utilized to extract 3 REV representing the
upper, middle, and lower space of the whole core in which pore space was reconstructed
using a series of image processing sections, including image preprocessing, filtering, and
threshold segmentation. In addition, single-phase LB simulations were conducted on each
of these 3 REVs and their calculated results including petrophysical properties and physical
fields (pressure; velocity) were further analyzed in order to identify a tighter REV that its
central part was then cut as prepared as boundary conditions for subsequent two-phase
LB simulations of CO2–brine imbibition flow in it. Two main parts were involved: 1.
Modellings were conducted on the tighter subsample under 4 differential pressures (100 Pa;
200 Pa; 300 Pa; 400 Pa) to identify if threshold a pressure gradient [67–71] below which no
flow in the computational domain is driven exists and find out the optimized value under
which the pore space is fully channelized as characteristics of Darcy flow.2. We conducted
LB simulation of the steady-state CO2–brine imbibition processes over a span of target
saturations on the tighter REV under 18 scenarios with different combinations of nondimen-
sional parameters including wettability index, capillary number and viscosity ratio under
the optimized differential pressure previously obtained to reveal relative permeability
curves of CO2 under different combinations of three nondimensional parameters. On this
basis, we further evaluated CO2 storage efficiency in these different cases by estimating its
residual saturation through setting a lower bound of krCO2 = 0.05.

The organization of the remaining part of this paper is as follows: the next section is
mainly concerned with the methodologies involved in this study. In Section 3.2, method-
ology for digital rock reconstruction and pore space extraction through image scanning
and processing techniques are introduced and single-phase LB model, multiphase color–
gradient LB model and the derived steady-state LBPM (lattice Boltzmann porous method)
are, respectively interpreted in Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4. Results of and
discussions on single-phase, two-phase LB simulations and CO2 storage efficiency, based
on relative permeability under conditions of various combinations of nondimensional
parameters, are analyzed and presented in Section 4, while the main results of the paper
are summarized in Section 5 as conclusions. Besides, Section 6 or the last section has been
especially created for this paper to demonstrate the expectations and limitations of this
study for future work.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Digital Rock Reconstruction and REV Analysis

The sample rock in this study is a sandstone extracted from the Daqing Oilfield at
a depth of approximately 2047 m. Its porosity and permeability have been measured to
be 14.46% and 450 mD, respectively. The main mineralogy of the rock was found to be
quartz (75.714%), feldspar (14.65%), and other minerals including clay, calcite, dolomite,
and pyrite were also present (less than 10% combined). A X-ray micro-CT imaging device,
manufactured by Zeiss GMBH, based in Oberkochen, Germany, at RIPED (Research Insti-
tute of Petroleum Exploration and Development), Beijing, was used to scan the rock sample,
generating a series of gray-scale scans like Figure 2, in which nearly no fracture was present
and pore space is well preserved. These resemble the petrophysical properties of Berea
sandstone [28,72]. Some brighter or darker patches are seen in these CT scans, like Figure 2,
because various minerals in our rock sample have different densities and then feature
different attenuation coefficients for X rays. However, the mineralogical distribution within
our sample would not impact our simulation in the following part. A stack of 1400 CT scans
like Figure 2 with size of 1998 × 2006 pixels and resolution of 1.98 µm is reconstructed
as a 3D digital rock with dimension of 1998 × 2006 × 1400 voxels. To the best of our
best knowledge, running efficient LB simulations of fluid flow in porous media like rocks
requires graphics processing unit (GPU)-based parallel computing technologies, instead of
a computing processing unit (CPU). Therefore, conducting LB simulations of the digital
rock image of the whole-core rock sample is hardly realized on personal computers (PC)
and, even with HPCC, it would inevitably result in big time consumption [36,64]. As a
result, a careful study is needed to identify the size of a representative elementary volume
(REV) for different areas in a whole digital rock that is prepared for flow simulation. In
order to demonstrate the properties of different regions of the 3D digital rock images, REV
analysis in terms of porosity, which is calculated through a series of image processing
sections including filtering, threshold-segmentation (Figure 3), combined with central
cutting method [73,74], as illustrated in Figure 4, is conducted on the three subdomains
(upper, middle, and bottom) of the whole-core computational domain as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6 demonstrates that spatial porosity correlations with REV lengths for REV1 and
REV2 converge at 300 voxels, and the convergence is at 350 voxels for REV3. These conclu-
sions are based on the approximation criterion that the porosity difference varies by less
than 2% with the REV length since the convergence length. To follow up on the following
flow simulations where a tighter REV was needed, we decided to establish 3 REVs with
size of 800 × 800 × 400 voxels (Figure 7) in order to sufficiently overlap a tighter REV in
the whole-core domain of the rock sample. The calculated porosities for REV1, REV2 and
REV3 are 10.654%, 8.642% and 16.721%.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of REVs oriented at three different subdomains (upper (orange),
middle (gray) and bottom (green)) divided from a whole-core computational domain of CT-scanned
rock sample.
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three parts of the whole core domain defined in Figure 5, based on the REV central cutting method
explained in Figure 5 with top view presented on the left.
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3.2. Single-Phase LB Model

As we all know, the main role that lattice Boltzmann method plays is linking micro-
scale mechanisms and macro-scale flow properties possessed as a mesoscopic media such as
pressure and velocity [75]. Specifically, the whole computational domain is discretized into
many of lattices containing conceptualized groups of fluid particles. In fact, their physical
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transport is governed by mass and momentum conservative equations [76–78]. In addition,
the fluid-solid, fluid-fluid interactions can be well characterized using the LB method by
utilizing the forces balance between groups of molecules, rather than tracking individual
molecules [79] and the Navier–Stokes equation can then be recovered by application of
a Taylor series expansion of the lattice Boltzmann equation, followed by the Chapmann–
Enskog expansion [80]. The particle distribution function fi (x,t) at position x and time t in
the ith velocity direction is assigned at each lattice node. In this chapter, the single-phase
LB model is established as follows:

According to the LB equation with the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK) approximation,
the evolution of fi (x,t) can be defined as follows:

fi(x + ei∆t, t + ∆t)− fi(x, t) = − 1
τ
[ fi(x, t)− f eq

i (x, t)] (1)

where fi(x,t) and f eq
i (x,t) represent the non-equilibrium and equilibrium distribution func-

tions, respectively; ∆t is a timestep, τ is the relaxation time as a good measure of how
quickly the flow system evolves from non-equilibrium to equilibrium state, related to
kinematic viscosity (ν) and written as τ =ν/(c2 s × ∆t) + 0.5 with sound speed cs = 1/

√
3.

In general, the lattice Boltzmann equation is divided into two steps: streaming
(Equation (2)) and collision (Equation (3)):

fi(x + ei∆t, t + ∆t) = f t(x, t + ∆t) (2)

f t
i(x, t + ∆t) = fi(x, t)− 1

τ
[ fi(x, t)− f eq

i (x, t)] (3)

In the streaming step, fluid particles start to move to neighboring nodes where collision
then happens. This can lead the flow system into a dynamic state, that can be revealed on
the macroscopic flow behavior until the equilibrium state is achieved in the whole system
where equilibrium distribution function f eq

i (x,t) can be defined as Equation (4), in which wi
is the weight of the ith velocity component depending on the selected lattice model, such
as D3Q15, D3Q17 and D3Q19 [75,77,78].

f eq
i = ωiρ

[
1 +

1
cs2 (ei · u) +

1
2cs4 (ei · u)2 − 1

2cs4 u2
]

(4)

The most widely used D3Q19 (Figure 8) lattice model for 3D flow simulation is
adopted in this study, and the lattice discrete velocity ei in D3Q19 lattice model is expressed
as follows:

ei =


0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0

0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 1 −1 0 0 1 1 1 −1 0 0 −1 −1

0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 1 −1 1 −1

 (5)

Besides, the weight wi is designated for i = 0, w0 = 1/3, for i = 1–6, wi = 1/18, and for
i = 7–18, wi = 1/36.

In order to adjust use of the LB model to fluid flow in porous media such as rocks in
this study, one must incorporate porosity ε into the equilibrium equation (Equation (4)),
which can be rewritten as Equation (6). Besides, the external force Fi (x,t) in the ith direction
of the lattice model is necessarily considered in the LB equation by modifying Equation (1)
into Equation (7). Fi (x,t) can be expressed in Equation 8, where F refers to the total external
force of a single predetermined lattice node which is predefined manually and I indicates
the identity matrix.
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f eq
i (x, t) = ρωi

[
1 +

ei · u
c2

s
+

ei · u
2εc4

s
+

u · u
2εc2

s

]
(6)

fi(x + ei∆t, t + δt)− fi(x, t) = − 1
τ

(
fi(x, t)− f eq

i (x, t)
)
+ ∆tFi(x, t) (7)

Fi(x, t) = ρωi(1− 0.5τ)

[
ei · F

c2
s

+
(F · u) ·

(
ei · ei − c2

s I
)

2φc4
s

]
(8)

As a result, the macroscopic flow properties such as density, velocity and pressure and
can be retrieved through the following equations:

ρ = ∑
i

fi(x, t), u =

∑
i

fi(x, t)ei

ρ
+

∆t
2

F, p = ρc2
s (9)

Furthermore, the Navier–Stokes equation is recovered through the Chapmann–Enskog
expansion into the following equation:

∂ρ
∂t +∇ · (ρu) = 0

∂ρ
∂t +∇(ρuu) = −∇p +∇ ·

[
ρv
(
∇u + (∇u)T

)]
+ F

(10)

In the end, the Darcy’ law is used to calculate the permeability of rocks:

K = −ν < u >
∆p
L − F

(11)

where K is the permeability, <u> is the average velocity of seepage flow system when
steady state is realized and ∆p/L denotes the pressure gradient along the flow direction.

Based on the established porosity-adaptive single-phase LB model above, single-
phase flow simulation is run on the 3 REVs extracted in Section 3.1 and each of these
subdomains is discretized into 800 × 800 × 400 lattices, meaning that one voxel in the 3D
rock CT image is equivalent to the size of one lattice in the LB model. The fluid density and
viscosity are initialized the same as those of CO2-saturated brine where ρ = 1100 kg/m3 and
ν = 0.0011 Pa.s, according to [20]. The pressures for inlet and outlet along the flow direction
(upward) are set to 100 Pa and 50 Pa, respectively, or differential pressure is 50 Pa. The main
idea of this part of work is to extract a tighter REV from these three based on simulated
pressure and velocity fields and calculated permeability for each of them, with relevant
results shown in the following Section 4.1.

3.3. Multiphase Color LB Model

The multiphase multi-relaxation time (MRT) color LB model, firstly proposed by
Gustensen et al. [81], is one of the most popular multiphase LB models [27,62,78] that can
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be implemented on complex boundary conditions like pore geometries. In the multiphase
color LB model, colors are set to indicate different phases of the flow system where red in
general refers to the wetting phase, while the nonwetting phase is indicated by blue.

This work is dependent upon a multiphase color LB model customized for two-phase
CO2–brine flow in rocks, in which separate LB equations are utilized to keep track of the
mass transport of each phase and total momentum of both. Unlike the single-phase model,
two discrete velocity sets are separately considered for the physical evolution of two phases
where the D3Q19 lattice model is adopted for momentum transport LB equations, whereas
the mass transport LB equations are dependent upon the D3Q7 model, which is aligned
with the first seven discrete velocity components of the D3Q19 lattice model. The densities
for both fluid phases, ρnw and ρw (CO2 and brine in this case), are solved through mass
transport LB equations, respectively formulated, and provide essential information on the
distribution of two phases and the location of their interface. Under this circumstance,
nonwetting or wetting saturation Snw and Sw can be calculated from the densities of both
phases and is introduced and expressed in Equation (12):

Snw = ρnw
ρnw+ρw

Sw = ρw
ρnw+ρw

(12)

Additionally, Snw can also be related to a phase indicator denoted as ϕ by the
following equation:

ϕ = 2Snw − 1 (13)

Since the maintenance of the two-phase interface is critical to the LB implementation
and the diffusion between both fluids is an important mechanism of it, stresses between
both phases may occur as a result of interfacial tension and should therefore be incorporated
into the momentum transport equation. Logically, the color gradient is defined as follows:

C = ∇ϕ (14)

In typical LB implementations, the color gradient at the interface can be normalized
using the following equation:

n =
C
|C| (15)

Additionally, then the D3Q7-based mass transport equations for both phases (wetting
and nonwetting) can be established as in Equation (16) based on their momentary densities
and velocities until the equilibrium state is matched, where the flux through the interface is
minimized and the distributions of both densities and velocities are stabilized.

gnwq = ωq
[
ρn
(
1 + eq·u

)
+ β

(
eq·n

)
ρwρn/(ρw + ρn)

]
gwq = ωq

[
ρw
(
1 + eq·u

)
− β

(
eq·n

)
ρwρn/(ρw + ρn)

] (16)

where β is a parameter controlling the thickness of the interface and gnwq and gwq are
defined as the mass transport distribution of nonwetting and wetting phases, respec-
tively, and the weights assigned in the D3Q7 lattice model are w0 = 1/3, for q = 1 − 6,
wq = 1/9. Besides, the velocities and time evolution of densities for two phases are deter-
mined as follows:

ui(x, t) =

6
∑

q = 0
giq(x,t)·eq

ρi(x,t)

ρi(x, t + ∆t) =
6
∑

q = 0
giq
(
x− eq∆t, t

)
(i = w, nw)

(17)
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A special reminder is given here that a streaming step is directly applied into the equi-
librium distribution functions without relaxation time like in the single-phase
LB formulation.

At the same time, the momentum transport equations for both phases are characterized
by a D3Q19-based MRT-LB scheme:

fq
(
x + eq∆t, t + ∆t

)
− fq(x, t) = M−1

qi Λii

(
meq

i −mi

)
+ ωqeq·

F
c2

s
(18)

where q, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 18; and the fq(x,t) is the distribution function of fluid particles,
which illustrates the probability that particles at position x travel along the qth direction
during the collision step; in the streaming step, fq (x + eq∆t, t + ∆t) is the particle evolutionary
distribution that measures how a given lattice node x influences the neighboring ones over
a time step ∆t. In the MRT-LB numerical scheme, Λii is designated as a relaxation diagonal
matrix (see [5]) governing the relaxation processes of a total of 19 moment components in the
D3Q19 lattice structure and is represented as a function of averaged fluid dynamic viscosity
ν, which is calculated from those of both non-wetting and wetting phases (Equation (19)).
The 19 moment components are determined through a linear transformation: mi = Mqi fq.
Meanwhile, the equilibrium moment components denoted as mieq are reliant on the total
flow velocity u and color gradient C. Ultimately, the macroscopic total averaged density
and velocity for both fluids can be obtained by Equation (20).

u =
(1 + ϕ)νnw

2
+

(1− ϕ)νw

2
(19)

ρ =
18
∑

q = 0
fq

u =

18
∑

q = 0
fqeq

ρ

(20)

Moreover, the total fluid pressure p at a given position is calculated from sound
speed and total density denoted, given as cs (cs = 1/

√
3) and ρ, respectively, using the

formula p = ρ c2
s.

The non-equilibrium moment components of 19 in total are the following ones:

meq
1 =

(
j2x + jy2 + j2z

)
+ α
∣∣∣C∣∣∣

meq
9 =

(
2j2x − j2y + j2z

)
+ α |C|2

(
2n2

x − n2
y − n2

z

)
meq

11 =
(

jy2 − j2z
)
+ α |C|2

(
n2

y − n2
z

)
meq

13 = jz jy + α |C|2 nzny

meq
14 = jx jy + α |C|2 nxny

m15
eq = jx jz + α |C|2 nxnz

(21)

where jx, jy, jz represent the magnitude of components of the total momentum j (j = ρu)
along three coordinate axes: x, y, z under Cartesian coordinate system and similarly nx, ny
and nz are three components along them as to the normalized color gradient n. α is linearly
related to interfacial tension between two phases: σnw, n = 6α. For further information on
the concrete formulations of Mqi, meq

i and Λii, please refer to the literature, including but
not limited to [5,74,81].

3.4. Two-Phase Flow Parameters and Steady-State LBPM

Relative permeability is the most critical macroscopic flow parameter for two-phase
flow in porous media, being a good indication of the flow capacity of either fluid in the
multiphase scenarios compared with the single-phase one. Factors controlling it include
many rock and fluid properties that can be summarized by nondimensional parameters.
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Nondimensional flow parameters including capillary number (Ca), viscosity ratio (M) and
wettability index (WI), being the first-order or most important ones, play a highly critical
role in two-phase flow regimes in complex pore geometries as boundary conditions and
therefore have an indispensable impact on macroscopic flow properties like fluid pressure
and velocity, ultimately resulting in variation of relative permeability of both nonwetting
and wetting fluids.

Regarding multiphase flow in porous media, a multiphase expansion of Darcy’s
law (Equation (11)) is widely used to characterize two-phase CO2–brine flow in rocks
at reservoir scale. The wetting phase has a stronger affinity to the rock surfaces than
nonwetting phase, resulting in the emergence of different flow patterns between them due
to thermodynamics. As such, the competitive passage of both fluids through the rocks
occurs and the two-phase modified Darcy’s law is constructed to interpret this effect, as in
the following equation:

ui = −
kri
νi

K(∇p− ρig) (22)

where ui (i = nw, w) is the velocity of the nonwetting or wetting fluid phase; kri refers to
the relative permeability of both phases; νi indicates their dynamic viscosities and K is
the absolute permeability of the rock sample. In addition, ∇p and ρig hereby symbolize
pressure gradient along the flow direction, as in the traditional Darcy’s law and the body
force of the nonwetting or wetting phase, which is also part of external force applied into
the flow system.

Wettability makes a great contribution to the fluid distribution, fluid–fluid interaction
and flow pattern in the pore space. It is a good measure of the tendency of either fluid of
both phases to compete to stick to and spread across the rock surface. Contact angle θ can
be measured at the liquid–solid contact interface in the experiments as shown in Figure 9
and calculated from interfacial tension σnw,n and surface tensions for both fluids (σnw,s and
σw,s) based on the Young’s equation [67], as in Equation (23):

cos θ =
σw,s − σnw,s

σnw,n
(23)
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram showing the contact angle where a fluid droplet drops onto the
rock surface [5].

Therefore, WI can be expressed by the cosine of the contact angle at the rock–fluid
interface, which lies in the range between −1 and 1. By referencing [82], wetting conditions
for the CO2–brine–sandstone fluid–fluid–solid system in this paper are defined as the
following criteria based on WI: WI = 1 or −1 represents the fact that the whole rock system
is either completely water-wet or CO2-wet; it is strongly water-wet when WI is between
0.8 and 1, whilst strongly CO2-wet for −1 to 0.8; intermediately water-wet for 0.5 to
0.8 and intermediately CO2-wet for −0.8 to −0.5; weakly water-wet for 0 to 0.5 and weakly
CO2-wet for −0.5 to 0. Since extreme cases, such as being completely water or CO2-wet,
are seldom seen in real reservoir conditions, most of which, additionally, are water-wet to
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various extents, therefore only the effects of strongly water-wet, intermediately water-wet,
and weakly water-wet scenarios are reported in this paper.

Capillary number or Ca is another essential nondimensional flow parameter that
characterizes the domination between viscous and capillary forces in the flow behavior
of both phases. It can be defined as the ratio of viscous force and capillary force. The
viscous force dominates the flow pattern and enhances the mobility of both wetting and
nonwetting fluids at high Ca. On the contrary, when it comes to a low capillary number,
which means that there is a more competitive effect of capillary force over the flow system
than that of the viscous force, both two phases will reduce their movable contents and
be blocked into some local space because of the capillary resistance effect. The formula
expressing the capillary number Ca is the following one:

Ca =
νnwu
σnw,w

(24)

where νnw is the dynamic viscosity of the nonwetting phase; u is the total velocity and
σnw,n is the interfacial tension between two phases.

The viscosity ratio M is the third important controlling factor, except for the two other
aforementioned ones for two-phase flow in porous media, and is defined as the ratio of dy-
namic viscosities between wetting and nonwetting phases as shown in
Equation (25). Additionally, its importance level with respect to flow regimes in the pore
space is dependent on the capillary number, where at high capillary number
(Ca > 10−4, e.g.,), the viscosity ratio has a significant impact on the results, and the smaller
contrast is between the viscosities of the two phases, the more favorable flow is for both
of them; whereas, there is little or no effect on their flow patterns at low capillary number
(Ca < 10−4, e.g.,), since under this condition either wetting or nonwetting phase is blocked
due to the capillary effect [5,28,34,82].

M =
νw

νnw
(25)

The LB method is one of the most suitable numerical methods for digital rock physics
represented by multiphase flow processes in rocks, and is used to efficiently deal with com-
plex boundary conditions as pore geometries without losing its characteristics. Meanwhile,
it is a mesoscopic method that contains micro-scale physical mechanisms and relates them
to nondimensional parameters. For example, local surface wettability can be initialized
based on laws accounting for non-equilibrium and equilibrium effects [5,82]. In general
cases, the color LB model is the most widely used LB model in simulating immiscible
two-phase fluid flow in complex porous media and stays stable for running over a wide
range of nondimensional parameters: 10−6 < Ca < 1; 0.01 < M < 100 and, the model is adept
at coping with the cases with big density contrast (larger than 100 between two phases).

Experiments for steady-state two-phase flow in rocks are popular for measuring
relative permeability in the laboratory by monitoring the pressure drop along the rock
sample at a given saturation of one fluid. However, such experiments fail to create rigorous
steady-state flow due to spontaneous uncertainties in the fluid saturation [25]. By contrast,
LB numerical simulations show uncompetitive strengths by imposing a periodic boundary
at both inlet and outlet to secure a constant saturation of one fluid. A color LB model based
on the use of digital rock images to simulate the steady-state two-phase flow in porous
media is proposed by [5] and is also called steady-state LBPM (lattice Boltzmann models
for porous media). Simply put, the successful implementation on the steady-state LBPM
relies on two components: 1. a mechanism to drive and supervise the flow pattern of fluids
at a constant saturation 2. a mechanism to evolve the flow configuration with changing
the target saturation. Notably, during the steady-state LBPM simulation of CO2–brine
immiscible flow in digital rock images, both phases are initialized at a target saturation
based on morphology adaption [5,28] in the pore space, and the CO2 as the nonwetting
phase is typically assigned in the large pores.
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In this paper, a tighter 200 × 200 × 200 voxels REV (Figure 10a) with porosity and
permeability of, respectively, 8.45% and 16.52 mD, was extracted at the center of REV1
(Figure 10b), and this was significantly less permeable than other the two as demonstrated
in the previous part. To follow up, the steady-state LBPM is used to simulate two-phase
CO2–brine immiscible flow in this tighter REV to study effects of nondimensional pa-
rameters on relative permeability with optimized differential pressure, after which we
discussed flow pattern and capacity of CO2 under different cases and gave insights into
CO2 storage efficiency based on estimated CO2 residual saturation (SresidualCO2) as discussed
in Section 4.3.
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Figure 10. Cross section of the pressure field of REV1 with a square bounded by black dash lines,
indicating the scope of a tighter 200 × 200 × 200 voxels REV to be extracted (a) and the pore
structure(b) of it denoted in green bounded by a cube as the computational domain.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Single-Phase LB Simulation and Extraction of Tighter REV

Single-phase LB simulations on three REVs (REV1, REV2 and REV3), extracted from
the whole-core digital rock image of the rock sample, were conducted based on the model
initial inputs as illustrated in Section 3.2 of this paper. Calculated permeabilities of three
REVs are 50 mD, 532 mD and 900 mD, seeing big contrast between each other, despite
originating from the same macroscopically permeable sandstone core sample. Besides,
pressure (Figure 11a–c) and velocity fields (Figure 11d–e) were also visualized after the
simulations, which shows that REV1 is remarkably more abnormal than the other two ones
where no significant pressure drop is observed in the pressure field and discontinuous
streamlines exist across the global domain, with extremely low flow velocity near zero
at the outlet. The pressures and velocities are converted into the dimensionless form by
dividing the value of a simulated sample at one certain position by the maximum value
within the computational domain as the characteristic value under all the scenarios.

Based on the permeability calculations and results from the physical (pressure, ve-
locity) fields of these three REVs, we suggest using a local domain inside REV1 with low
permeability to account for the simulation results on the global-field scale. From this
point of view, we determined to cut a tighter REV at the center of REV1 with a size of
200× 200× 200 voxels from which pore structure is characterized in Figure 10b. Figure 10a
points out the cross section of the tighter 200 × 200 × 200 voxels REV extracted at the
center of REV1. What can be seen from its pore structure shown in Figure 10b is that plane
porosities on bounded facets of the cubic computational domain are limited and that only
one connected pore–throat system is across the microstructure. It is then speculated that
poor injectivity of fluids into the tighter pore space may cause complicated two-phase
CO2–brine flow behavior in it, which directly has an impact on CO2 storage efficiency.
Furthermore, we surmise that the effect of this kind of micro-scale CO2 storage mechanism
may be upscaled in many of permeable deep saline sandstone aquifers at core scale or even
reservoir scale. Based on this inference, a series of simulations of two-phase CO2–brine flow
in this tighter REV under different circumstances including various differential pressures
and combinations of nondimensional parameters introduced above using the steady-state
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LBPM. Based on the simulated results obtained under these scenarios, some insights are
given into the CO2 storage efficiency in this microstructure.
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4.2. Threshold Pressure Gradient and Optimization of Differential Pressure

There exists nearly zero-velocity non-Darcy flow in porous media with low permeabil-
ity or pore connectivity under a certain pressure gradient across the flow domain which
is called as threshold pressure gradient. Besides, non-Darcy low-velocity flow features
another interval between the threshold pressure gradient and a point from which the Darcy
flow starts [68]. Threshold pressure gradient plays an important role in flow behaviors in
ultra-tight reservoirs at the macroscopic scale, which is correlated with many engineering
applications such as enhanced oil recovery, ground water discharge and natural gas or
hydrate production in these types of reservoirs [68,69]. However, so few reports in the
literature were made on the micro-scale effects of threshold pressure gradient on two-phase
CO2–brine flow in tight sandstone pore structures. In this section, a couple of LB sim-
ulations of two-phase CO2–brine flow in the tighter 200 × 200 × 200 voxels REV were
conducted with 4 differential pressures, Pdiff: 100 Pa, 200 Pa, 300 Pa and 400 Pa, and their
pressure gradients were converted to 0.25 MPa/m, 0.5 MPa/m, 0.75 MPa/m, 1 MPa/m in
order to see if threshold pressure gradient exists in the tighter REV and select the optimized
differential pressure where two-phase flow has been fully channelized through the pore
structure, characterized by stable and nearly equal flow rate at both inlet and outlet and
continuous pressure drop along the flow direction, as typical of the Darcy flow. The reason
for the parametric selection was based on the literature [69–71], where most of thresh-
old pressure gradient values that are measured in core flooding experiments lie between
0.005 MPa/m and 1.5 MPa/m at the core scale.

Initializations for the steady-state LBPM include the following components: wettability
index WI on the rock surface is set to be 0.7, which is typical of intermediately water-wet
conditions; viscosity ratio between two phases is 10 where νnw and νw are 1 × 10−7 Pa.s
and 1 × 10−6 Pa.s (CO2 is the nonwetting phase and brine is the wetting phase); density
for CO2 ρCO2 is 1000 kg/m3 at the supercritical state and brine density ρBrine is designated
at 1100 kg/m3 when CO2 is saturated; capillary number Ca in this part is defined as
1 × 10−4; the tighter REV is saturated with brine and CO2 at equal fractions: SCO2 and
SBrine are the same as 50%;
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Figure 12a–d are simulated results of flow velocity distribution within the domain of
tighter REV under the above 4 scenarios of various differential pressures
(100 Pa, 200 Pa, 300 Pa, 400 Pa), likewise, the velocity here is converted to the dimensionless
form as Figure 11 by dividing the value at any position by characteristic velocity—the
greatest value encountered under four runs. These results indicate that for Pdiff =100 Pa
(Figure 12a), there is nearly no fluid motion in the whole global domain, symbolizing that
the flow system in this scenario is immobilized due to its differential pressure below the
threshold one. Flow velocity localization was observed at the inlet when Pdiff reached
200 Pa (Figure 12b), which demonstrates that so few parts of fluid near the entrance under
this circumstance have been activated, and the whole computational domain is not yet fully
channelized. We therefore assume that the threshold pressure gradients that are frequently
encountered in macroscopic experimental investigations also exists at a microscopic scale
like in this this study, where threshold pressure gradient is in the vicinity of 0.5 MPa/m,
which matches some of the experimental results reported in the literature [55–57]. Besides,
it is notable in Figure 12c that the flow was fully channelized under Pdiff = 300 Pa and
has approximately conformed to Darcy flow behaviors. This discovery can further imply
that the linear Darcy flow was realized at a differential pressure P0 equal to or below
Pdiff = 300 Pa, and that non-Darcy flow dominated the flow regime in the computational
domain when the Pdiff lied in the interval between around 200 Pa and P0. Intuitively, the
case with Pdiff = 400 Pa (Figure 12d) can give further proof that flow is not only channelized
and flow rates at both sides are closer than Pdiff = 300 Pa. Figure 13 represents the pressure
profiles of 4 scenarios with different pressures, from which one can tell that pressure profile
keeps nearly constant along the flow direction, accompanied by a drastic plunge in the
near-outlet region when differential pressure is 100 Pa and 200 Pa, in sharp contrast to
which, significant and continuous pressure drop is observed at Pdiff = 300 Pa and 400 Pa,
where the flow has been fully channelized, a typical characteristic of the Darcy flow behav-
iors; in addition, the linearity of pressure profile gets stronger as Pdiff evolves from 300 Pa
to 400 Pa. Based on the demonstrated research results on the pressure profile of the tighter
REV under 4 differential pressures, a couple of our insights are given as follows. Variation
of pressure distribution along the flow direction in the non-Darcy flow interval (revealed by
Figure 13b) and when differential pressure is lower than the threshold pressure (revealed
by Figure 13a) is small, based on which we suggest that most of the fluid confined in the
pore space can hardly be mobilized under the current differential pressure by overcoming
the capillary resistance while the scope of pressure propagation covers the computational
domain by equalizing the pressure distribution in it. Besides, the sharp plunge near the
end is attributed to pressure continuity between predefined pressures at inlet and outlet
from our humble perspective. Moreover, a pressure drop is significantly revealed with
stronger linearity, especially as differential pressure gets larger after fluid flow enters the
Darcy flow state (Figure 13c,d).

In summary, optimized differential pressure of 400 Pa was selected, at which flow is
fully channelized with stably similar flow rates at both inlet and outlet and nearly linear
pressure drop is established for the following simulations regarding sensitivity analysis
for relative permeability under various combinations of nondimensional parameters in the
following part of this paper.

4.3. CO2 Relative Permeability and Storage Efficiency

The two-phase CO2–brine imbibition processes are of great research significance to
CO2 storage efficiency in pore spaces of sandstone reservoirs. As discussed before, most
of pore surfaces in deep saline aquifers are water-wet to varying degrees. As such, in this
section, the steady-state LBPM was utilized to simulate the CO2–brine imbibition processes
over a range of target saturations (0.2–0.9) under a total of 18 scenarios (Table 1) constituting
different combinations of 3 nondimensional parameters (Ca, M, WI) using the optimized
differential pressure (400 Pa), with the highest injectivity of brine in the tighter REV in order
to validate the systematic effects of nondimensional parameters on relative permeability for
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CO2 as the nonwetting phase and therefore discuss CO2 storage efficiency as the residual
phase in the pore geometry under these 18 cases (Table 1).
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Figure 12. Velocity distributions of two-phase flow (nonwetting phase–CO2, wetting phase–brine)
in the tighter REV when Pdiff is equal to 100 Pa (a),200 Pa (b),300 Pa (c),400 Pa (d) at SCO2 = 0.5,
Ca = 1 × 10−4, M = 10 and WI = 0.7.
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Figure 13. Pressure profiles of the tighter REV versus CT slice when steady state is reached as Pdiff is
equal to 100 Pa (a), 200 Pa (b), 300 Pa (c), 400 Pa (d) with the same initial conditions as Figure 12.
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Table 1. All 18 scenarios constituting different combinations of three nondimensional parame-
ters (capillary number (Ca), viscosity ratio (M) and wettability (WI)) for two-phase CO2–brine
imbibition processes.

Scenario No. Capillary Number (Ca) Viscosity Ratio (M) Wettability (WI)

1 1 × 10−3 1 0.3
2 1 × 10−4 1 0.3
3 1 × 10−5 1 0.3
4 1 × 10−3 1 0.7
5 1 × 10−4 1 0.7
6 1 × 10−5 1 0.7
7 1 × 10−3 1 0.9
8 1 × 10−4 1 0.9
9 1 × 10−5 1 0.9

10 1 × 10−3 10 0.3
11 1 × 10−4 10 0.3
12 1 × 10−5 10 0.3
13 1 × 10−3 10 0.7
14 1 × 10−4 10 0.7
15 1 × 10−5 10 0.7
16 1 × 10−3 10 0.9
17 1 × 10−4 10 0.9
18 1 × 10−5 10 0.9

In fact, the use of the steady-state LBPM to precisely and physically predict the CO2–
brine imbibition processes, which are naturally unsteady flooding processes, requires an
initialized fluid distribution where CO2 almost saturates the whole porosity and the near-
inlet region is filled up with brine, as illustrated in Figure 14b, followed by simulations
of CO2–brine imbibition processes over a span of target saturations. A better visualized
example of the process is presented in Figure 15, from which one can easily see that model
initial conditions match scenario 14 at Table 1. Results from Figure 15 show that the wetting-
phase breakthrough happened along with brine rapidly dominating the main connected
channel in the pore space until the global fluid distribution and flow pattern was stabilized
as the target saturation reached a certain level, like SBrine = 0.5 in this case, where relative
permeability of CO2 nearly approached zero and it was expelled into isolated big pores
and stored as residual phase.
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Figure 14. The tighter REV saturated with CO2 (a) was initially saturated with brine in the near-inlet
region with global target brine saturation of 0.05, (b) as prepared for the CO2–brine imbibition
process over a range of target saturation from 0.2 to 0.9 with initial model conditions the same as
in Section 4.2.
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Figure 15. Steady-state brine distribution of the tighter REV, during the CO2–brine imbibition process
over a range of target saturation from 0.2 to 0.5., the flow pattern and fluid distribution are stabilized
when the global target saturation reaches 0.5 where the flow is channelized and dominated by brine.

Figure 16 shows simulated relative permeability curves for CO2 (nonwetting) over a
span of target saturations ranging from 0.2 to 0.9 under a total of 18 scenarios constituting
various combinations of three nondimensional parameters. As a result, a systematic
interpretation of effects of these three parameters on relative permeability of CO2 is made,
followed by CO2 storage efficiency analysis based on these simulated relative permeability
curves through setting up a lower bound (krCO2 = 0.05), below which the ability of CO2 to
leave the pore space is infinitely small and can be assumed as zero. Here, in this study, the
brine saturation at which the CO2 relative permeability firstly drops below 0.05 is denoted
as SBrinemax. The approximated CO2 residual saturation (SresidualCO2) is therefore calculated
by the following equation:
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Figure 16. Simulated relative permeability curves for CO2 (nonwetting) under the total 18 scenarios,
with different combinations of three nondimensional parameters including capillary number (Ca),
wettability index (WI) and viscosity ratio (M) described in Table 1. WI = 0.3, WI = 0.7 and WI = 0.9
respectively weakly water-wet, intermediately water-wet, and strongly water-wet. (Note: (a) and
(b) represent cases under high capillary number (Ca = 1 × 10−3), while those under low capillary
numbers (Ca = 1 × 10−4, Ca = 1 × 10−5) are done by (c–f).)
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SresiualCO2 = 1− SBrinemax (26)

As we discussed in the previous sections, capillary number is divided into high or low
values based on a boundary value in between, and it is clear from Figure 16 that simulation
results at Ca = 1 × 10−5 and 1 × 10−4 are not considerably distinguishable without varying
the other two parameters. By contrast, relative permeability for CO2 is significantly higher
at Ca = 1 × 10−3, when other conditions are controlled. This obvious comparison can
validate the fact that the boundary value of Ca for our study is equal to 1 × 10−4 or lower
but much higher than 1 × 10−3, beyond which capillary effect is enough to confine CO2
as nonwetting phase in the pores, especially larger ones, and further effects are obscure
with increasing Ca. Additionally, the linearity for relative permeability of CO2 in the case
with Ca = 1 × 10−3 is much stronger than those with Ca = 1 × 10−4 or 1 × 10−5 when
M = 1, which illustrates that the flow of CO2 at low capillary number is totally dominated
by the viscous force; besides, if possibly M is low enough as 1, like in Figure 16a, the
CO2 flow pattern is much closer to characteristics of Poiseuille flow than other scenarios,
given that brine spreads across the rocks surface as a water film that facilitates the flow
of CO2. Nevertheless, the viscosity ratio also plays a crucial role in varying CO2 relative
permeabilities at both high and low capillary numbers. A comparison of Figures 16a and
16b offers us an essential piece of information that the slope or the rate of the decline
of CO2 relative permeability curves is lower at higher M than at lower the one, while
the overall relative permeabilities over the whole saturation range rise to some degree
as M decreases, which is mainly caused, in our view, by the lubrication effect where the
water film coating the rock surface shares similar viscosity to CO2 so that the viscous
coupling effect is less apparent. However, at low a capillary number (Ca = 1 × 10−4,
Ca = 1 × 10−5), as illustrated from Figure 16c,d, relative permeabilities are only affected
by M for the initial saturation range in which the curves have yet to converge to zero,
which means that because of the strong dominance of pore confinement at a low capillary
number, the effect of viscosity ratio is hereby limited, with only the convergence rate being
alleviated by a finite quantity. Finally, the effect of wettability on the relative permeability
performance of CO2 is also discussed in both high- and low-capillary number scenarios,
with M being either 1 or 10. Figures 16a and 16b present that relative permeability of CO2 is
insensitive to wettability of the rock surface at high capillary number since viscous force is
the dominating force controlling the migration of fluids and the capillary force poses little or
no resistance to the nonwetting phase flow. Moreover, the capillary force plays an essential
role in manipulating the flow system at low capillary, therefore, the effect of wettability on
CO2 relative permeability number seems to be magnified. It is suggested from Figure 16c–f
that CO2 relative permeability is reduced with water-wetting conditions being weaker and
that the effect is much more conspicuous when it transforms from intermediately water-wet
to weakly water-wet; as brine saturation rises, the wettability effect is also reduced until
none. To the best of our knowledge, residual CO2 is expelled to the larger pores coated by
brine and the main porosity is channelized for brine transport through the porous media,
with the global target saturation of brine approaching the maximum where no CO2 in the
pores can further be pulled out of the computational domain.

The relative permeability of CO2 exerts a great impact on its storage efficiency, as
illustrated in the literature, and the higher amount of ultimate safe storage capacity, which
is presented as the residual phase in the pore space after the two-phase imbibition pro-
cesses, means higher storage efficiency at relatively lower risk of leakage. In the rest of
the paper, we attempt to analyze CO2 storage efficiency in different scenarios with vary-
ing combinations of nondimensional parameters in the tighter REV based on the relative
permeability curves of CO2 by means of setting a lower bound value of 0.05 and iden-
tifying the target brine saturation with relative permeability that first breaks down the
bound, denoted as the maximum brine saturation SBrinemax, which logically derives the CO2
residual saturation SresidualCO2 as expressed in Equation (26). Figure 17 gives a close-up
view of relative permeability curves simulated in Figure 17 by narrowing down the brine
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saturation scope, where relative permeability values are generally below or approach the
lower bound value as illustrated in each panel. Apparently, residual CO2 saturations are
quite distinguishable between cases at high Ca (Figure 17a,b) and at low Ca (Figure 17c,d).
One can easily observe that Figures 17a and 17b both demonstrate much less residual
saturation of CO2 than other ones. Estimated CO2 residual saturations are between 0.1 and
0.2 for Ca = 1 × 10−3, M = 10 and 0 and 0.1 for Ca = 1 × 10−3, M = 1, respectively, with
relative smaller differences. However, at low Ca, all the cases have obviously lower CO2
residual saturation, with one estimated between 0.5 and 0.6 for Ca = 1 × 10−4 and 1 × 10−5,
M = 10 and one between 0.4 and 0.5 for Ca = 1 × 10−4 and 1 × 10−5, M =1. Based on
our analysis, since the whole computational domain is controlled by viscous force with
rather less pore confinement effect on the flow of fluids at high Ca than low Ca, the flow
of CO2 is much more favored with less residual CO2 left in the pores. Consequently, we
can primarily conclude that capillary number has an essential role to play in deciding
the CO2 storge efficiency of the two-phase CO2–brine flow system as Ca transcends the
boundary between low and high Ca values or vice versa, or simply put, higher Ca results
in lower CO2 storage efficiency. When the capillary number is controlled at low values
(Ca = 1 × 10−4, 1 × 10−5), the viscosity ratio seems to influence the CO2 storage efficiency
to some degree. Figures 17b, 17d and 17f present higher CO2 residual saturation with
increasing M from 1 to 10, which suggests that decreased similarity in viscosity between
CO2 and brine leads to a slight improvement in CO2 storage efficiency due to the mitigated
lubrication effect. However, its effect is much less superior to capillary number, for which
the pore confinement is responsible. Additionally, it is seen from Figure 17a–f that wettabil-
ity poses no great changes to the ultimate estimated CO2 residual saturation when the other
two parameters, Ca and M, are constant. Accordingly, we assert that the extent of water-
wetting conditions of sandstone rock surfaces is less sensitive to CO2 storage efficiency,
while it only exerts a somehow measurable influence on the CO2 relative permeabilities
before the curves converge to zero at low Ca.
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Figure 17. A close-up view of CO2 relative permeability curves under 18 scenarios at Table 1 by
narrowing the scope of brine saturation within which most of the values have fallen into the scale
of 0.1. A lower bound value of krCO2 = 0.05, as the minimum value for assuming the flow of CO2

through the computational domain is present, is defined; therefore, brine saturations at which the
CO2 relative permeability firstly falls below the 0.05 are considered approximate maximum brine
saturation (SBrinemax) in the computational domain where CO2 residual saturation (SresidualCO2) is
consequently estimated using Equation (26). (Note: (a) and (b) represent cases under high capillary
number (Ca = 1 × 10−3), while those under low capillary numbers (Ca = 1 × 10−4, Ca = 1 × 10−5) are
done by (c–f).)
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we used the steady-state multiphase color–gradient lattice Boltzmann (LB)
model to simulate two-phase CO2–brine flow in a tight rock image volume (REV) extracted
from a digital rock image of a whole-core permeable sandstone under four differential
pressures (100 Pa, 200 Pa, 300 Pa, and 400 Pa). We identified a threshold pressure gradient
less than or equal to 0.5 MPa/m (200 Pa), a non-Darcy flow interval between 200 Pa and
a value smaller than 300 Pa, and Darcy flow behavior at Pdiff = 300 Pa and 400 Pa. The
channelization of fluids was observed to improve as the differential pressure increased,
with closer flow rates at the inlet and outlet. Pressure profiles along the flow direction
were presented for the four differential pressures, demonstrating that the immobilized case
(Pdiff = 100 Pa) and non-Darcy flow case (Pdiff = 200 Pa) both exhibited nearly constant
pressure distributions, with an abrupt drop only seen near the outlet. In contrast, the
Darcy flow interval showed a continuous and significant pressure drop across the domain,
and the linearity of the pressure drop increased as the differential pressure increased from
300 Pa to 400 Pa. Based on these findings, we posit that differential pressure is a key factor
influencing CO2–brine flow behavior in the tight REV, with a threshold pressure gradient.
The more significant pressure drops and flow channelization in the REV, the more optimized
the differential pressure under which the domain is governed by Darcy flow behavior will
be. Therefore, Pdiff = 400 Pa was selected for the subsequent two-phase CO2–brine imbibition
process over a range of target saturations in the tight REV.

Furthermore, LB simulations of CO2–brine imbibition processes over a predetermined
range of target saturations under the optimized differential pressure (400 Pa) were con-
ducted in the tight REV under a series of scenarios comprising 18 different combinations of
nondimensional parameters (Ca, M and WI). These simulations were carried out in order to
understand the dependencies of CO2 relative permeability and to analyze storage efficiency,
as indicated by the estimated CO2 residual saturation in the pore space. A lower bound of
krCO2 = 0.05 was applied to the simulated relative permeability curves. The conclusions in
this regard were made based on the simulation results as follows:

1. When examining the effect of the capillary number (Ca) on CO2 relative permeability,
it can be divided into high and low values. At high Ca, the CO2 relative permeability
is globally higher and the relative permeability curve of CO2 is more linear, resulting
in less restricted CO2 flow across the computational domain due to weaker pore
confinement. This leads to significantly lower CO2 storage efficiency, as indicated by
extremely smaller estimates of CO2 residual saturation compared to those at low Ca.

2. The viscosity ratio (M) is another parameter that influences CO2 relative permeability
and facilitates CO2 flow in the pore space through the lubrication effect as it decreases.
Lower M leads to more favorable CO2 flow in the imbibition process and thus less
residual CO2 in the pores when other conditions are controlled, implying a negative
impact on storage efficiency. However, the impact of the viscosity ratio on relative
permeability is significantly less than that of the capillary number. At low capillary
number, the lubrication effect is overpowered by the pore confinement effect in the
relative permeability curves, while at high capillary number, the reduced viscosity
contrast between the two phases may result in a finite improvement in CO2 flow
capacity and lower storage efficiency. However, this difference is not considerably
observable because the viscous force in the pores, already dominant compared to the
capillary force, masks it.

3. Wettability only affects CO2 relative permeabilities in the initial saturation range
before the curves converge to zero. Under stronger water-wet conditions, CO2 has
an easier time passing through the domain due to less affinity to the surface, but
its storage efficiency is relatively insensitive to changes in wettability when other
conditions are controlled.

The systematic quantification of CO2 storage efficiency in a tighter REV in a per-
meable and heterogeneous sandstone rock sample gives micro-scale insights into how
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the mechanisms of two-phase CO2–brine imbibition processes relate to in situ stable
CO2 storage.

6. Limitations and Expectations

This study has used the steady-state multiphase color–gradient LB model to investigate
the effect of various nondimensional parameters on CO2 storage efficiency, as indicated by
CO2 residual saturation, in a tighter REV with a threshold pressure gradient at the micro
scale during the two-phase CO2–brine imbibition processes. While some new findings have
been obtained, there is still room for improvement in both the LB numerical model and
the physics of two-phase CO2–brine seepage flow itself. Some potential avenues for future
work include: (1) the development of unsteady-state LB models that consider temporal
effects to examine the dynamics of two-phase CO2–brine seepage flow over the continuous
saturation range; (2) the incorporation of phase behaviors under pore confinement into
the LB numerical scheme; and (3) the use of additional larger REVs or whole cores for
modeling through mesh dependence analysis, if computational resources permit.

Although one lattice in the computational domain is represented by one voxel of
3D digital rock images in this study, we have to admit that mesh dependence analysis
is necessary in many cases to be conducted on rock images before LB simulations for
fine characterization of complex pore structures, fluid–fluid, and fluid–solid interactions,
if computational resources are abundant. Furthermore, mesh dependence analysis is
typically essential for multiphase flow until an optimum resolution is asserted for defining
the effective interface thickness in lattice unit and reducing the spurious velocity magnitude
of the LB implementations so as to capture as enough flow details at pore scale as possible.
For further and detailed instructions on how to embark on mesh dependence analysis for
LB simulations, one is encouraged to refer to [83].
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